Council Motion
C11 AI Pacific Cod Council
October 2014

The Council requests another review draft of the AI Pacific cod directed fishing allowance and delivery requirement including the following two options:

Option 1 – If less than 1,000 mt of the AI Pacific cod directed fishing allowance has been landed by February 28th the restriction on delivery to other processors shall be suspended for the remainder of the year.

Option 2 – If prior to (options: November 1 or January 20) of each year, neither the community of Adak or community of Atka has notified NMFS of the intent of a local processor to process Pacific cod in the upcoming season, the AI shoreplant delivery requirement for the year is suspend.

Shoreplant is defined as a processing facility physically located on land.

The revised review draft will incorporate and respond to the SSC comments on pages 26 to 28 of the SSC minutes.